Scan valuable, fragile and torn documents safely, even at high scanning speeds  
Available in two sizes: A0 and A1
Transparent document carriers for fragile document handling

Extra strong, clear and antistatic transparent document carriers protect your most fragile documents while enabling you to scan at the very high speeds attainable on WideTEK sheetfeed scanners. The document carriers can be used on all sheetfeed scanners, including the WT36DS double sided 36” CCD scanner, for scanning double sided documents in a single pass through the scanner. The carriers protect not only the documents themselves but also preserve the color of the scanner’s background drums, whether they are black or white.

Document carriers consist of two sheets, both of which are clear. They are 165µm thick and open on three sides for ease in handling. When preparing to scan valuable, fragile, brittle and torn documents; the carriers can be opened and the documents inserted while the carrier is held by the scanner. Only the top sheet needs to be lifted and can be folded back over the scanner for loading documents. This unique feature works perfectly together with all WideTEK scanners, from CIS based WT36CL to the CCD based top model WT48 and the WideTEK 36DS duplex scanner, as previously noted.

Scanning cycle times for wrinkled, crumbled or partially destroyed documents are typically faster and definitely safer, compared to feeding them directly. Extra slow scanning speeds are no longer necessary. In addition to being the most flexible and easy to use, the document carriers are the most affordable on the market, priced significantly below the competitors.

Features of the Transparent Document Carriers
- Available in two sizes: A0 (49” x 37”) and A1 (37” x 26”)
- A1 also holds ANSI-D and ARCH-D
- A0 also holds ANSI-E and ARCH-E
- Two clear sheets attached, 165µm thick and open on three sides
- Works with CIS and CCD scanners including duplex model
- Scan at high speeds while protecting fragile or damaged documents
- Preserves the color of the scanner’s background drum
- Antistatic, extra strong material for prolonged use

Market Applications
- Newspaper scanning
- Conversion projects including delicate, valuable, old and crumpled documents
- Scanning and restoring partially destroyed documents

Availability
- As of March 2017 every WT36 bundle will include one A1 carrier
- As of March 2017 every WT48 bundle will include one A0 carrier

Ordering Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0-ENVELOPE</td>
<td>Transparent document carrier 49” x 37” ANSI-E and ARCH-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1-ENVELOPE</td>
<td>Transparent document carrier 37” x 26” ANSI-D and ARCH-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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